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~ I SHALL RETURN ~ 

Through painful birth and adolescence 

a merry-go-round of chaos and pain 

Over and over again they propel 

I’ve come to accept, amidst the strain . . . 

~ life is written in stone ~ 

Now fifty years of time has passed 

that ‘stone’ has long been gone 

Not one thing had remained the same 

I’ve come to know, with all that’s done . . . 

~ life unfolds in chapters ~ 

Now eighty years has come and gone 

the ‘end’ speeds ever nearer 

Through ups and downs, tears and smiles 

I’ve finally found a Truth forever dearer . . . 

~ life is for soul perfection ~ 

* * * 

“’LIFE’ is immortal until our job is done.’ 

I shall return.” 
Vivika-Qi © 2/29/12 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 



DEAR ONES: 

This is a resource booklet for those whose soul has been calling for ‘more’ 
than what can be derived from prayer and the strategically edited Holy 
Bible; those intuitively knowing there is higher knowledge of God. Even so, 
some will not understand it or be able to embrace it; others will gasp it in for 
the relief of a thirst that has been suffocating them! The soul which is ready 
for such awareness and strives to perfect it in their lives will be speedily 
swept into the inner circle of spiritually evolving souls, recognizing each day 
with more clarity their Oneness with God. Signs will abound to keep you 
forwardly confident until there is ‘no turning back,’ no doubt in your mind 
and actions your purpose for existence. 

Those who cannot yet see the Omniscience in God’s Plan are simply not 
yet at their appointed time of such powerful revelation. That does not mean 
you cannot be, in this lifetime or even in the next moment, for there is an 
awakening time set for each soul. My own recognition hit me in an instant 
within a simple conversation with a stranger in the library. Passionate 
diligence in study and application of my newfound knowledge of God’s 
Principles have brought me to the passion of sharing that which is 
cognizant and proven in my own life and mind. 

The ready seeker will be struck with words and statements in this booklet, 
recognition lighting up the soul and driving it thirstily forward for more. 
Access to answers, to satiate the gasping soul, can be found in the links 
within this booklet and thereby paving the way for a more personalized 
research. This booklet is not meant to ‘spoon feed’ you, but to open the 
door for your own soul to guide you to the TRUTHS of spirituality according 
to the Ageless Wisdom, which was strategically removed from the Holy 
Bible Ages ago. Seekers are set on a quality research course by the choice 
of links inserted. It now becomes simply YOUR choice. Time is of the 
essence; may you continue now in the fulfillment of God’s Plan, who 
choose to be all they can be and for whom God has already made available 
every resource in the heavens, universes, and earth toward that divinely 
inspired goal; to help you become who you were truly meant to be! 

Vivika-Qi 6-20-12 

 



~ INTRODUCTION ~ 

Consider deeply that which is beyond the ‘blue’ of the sky; take your eyes briefly off 
yourself and your surroundings. Life is BIGGER than the ravenous appetite, than the 
unceasing calls from debt collectors, than pettiness of quarrels, road rage, and all life’s 
other emotion manipulators. Life itself is miniscule in the greatness of that which 
surrounds us and calls to us urgently to perfect our souls, to rise to a higher 
understanding of the TRUE meaning of life. 

Earth is the planet for the soul to ‘work out its own salvation’ through the process called 
‘life’. . . our individual ‘podvig’ (spiritual path: 
http://orthodoxinfo.com/praxis/theveil_podvig.aspx). SOUL-PERFECTION involves all 
those lower behaviors in that they are meant to be markers of what to leave behind, 
aspiring to become what we each were meant to be: gods! (Psalms 82:6 “I have said, Ye are 

gods . . .”) 

Given everything we need to do so was gifted from God in Principles, which means - 
like the Principle (Law) of Gravity - they are there for each person, not a favored few. 
And STILL they exist. In spite of the magnificent efforts to thwart the freedom of all 
humanity, the Principles - like God - are everlasting. There is absolutely nothing but 
one’s own mindset to keep that freedom from any individual on earth, now that this 
information has been exposed. 

So you are able to move on quickly to desired enlightenment, let me speak up 
immediately on what I call The Greatest Deceit, perhaps even surpassing that told of 
the antichrist. Destroying that ‘deceitful’ fortress will be the greatest and most profound 
step toward your inner peace, forgiveness, understanding, compassion, mercy, and 
patience . . . in other words, the perfection process of the soul, that eternal entity within. 

For starters, know: 

REINCARNATION and KARMA have been the most misunderstood and abused words 
since mankind embraced the spirit of control. Below, I quote a godly man given the gift 
of translation between the physical world and the spiritual world. 

REINCARNATION: Edgar Cayce describes it as: “‘Reincarnation’ is simply the ‘return’ 
of our soul, as many times as is needed for its perfection (or final rejection). Jesus 
performed it often and right before our eyes, then stated “These things and even more 
will you do . . .’” 

If there is no reincarnation – or ‘return’ – why would He have performed it time and 
again and promised it even again in the future? Leaders in early mankind, desirous of 
control or fearful of losing control of their fellow human beings, strove successfully to 
eliminate that which would illuminate. When Truth would make its resurrection attempts, 
lies and distortions were designed against it and records meant for divine guidance 
were destroyed. Down through time history shows the progression of the FEAR of that 
which would illuminate, labeling any part of it as occultism and worthy of gruesome 
death. (Note that ‘occult’ means ‘hidden’ and hidden well it was.) This entire process of 
bringing the soul into perfect alignment with our Lord God in heaven is not the same as 



the labeled ‘occults’ which practice witchcraft and Satanism. They have been rightfully 
labeled because they do have to hide their evil practices and darkness is their only light. 

We have been robbed of the greatest Truths that would have accelerated our Lord’s 
final return, keeping us in suffering and darkness like a giant crushing thumb upon our 
spirits. 

KARMA: Edgar Cayce describes it as: “’Karma’ is simply the same thing religions have 
reiterated throughout the eons as ‘you reap what you sow’ and ‘suffering the natural 
consequences.’” 

As you’ve undoubtedly read about ‘forgiveness’ in the Bible and now that which Edgar 
Cayce reported, when the soul is truly repentant and strives sincerely to higher 
evolution, those consequences can be greatly lessened or completely forgiven. The 
understanding and soul evolution that comes about is what is required. In the lifetime on 
earth, in the present body, what progress is made by the time of physical death is 
retained and the new body – upon return, at God’s bidding – begins in that state of 
awareness. Some recognize it as early as infancy; some midway in life; and some 
‘awaken’ late, just in time for a little more, or perhaps sudden great, progress before the 
death of that physical body. It is even possible for a soul to progress completely in that 
one lifetime of awareness and not have to return, but can spend the rest of eternity in 
the bliss of God’s Presence and in spiritual service. (Karma = Law of Cause and Effect: 
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents/part_3/098_103#98) 

Vivika-Qi 3/15/2010  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

“No man is ever put into circumstances which are insurmountable, once he has reached the 
point where he has intelligently put himself on the side of evolution, or of God. Prior to that he 
may, and will, be driven by gales of circumstance; the press of group and racial karma will force 
him into situations necessary for the process of awakening him to his own innate possibilities. 
Once he becomes the conscious builder himself, seeking to control the forces and builders of 
his lower nature, and to construct the Temple of Solomon, then he is no longer subject to the 
earlier conditions. He becomes a ruler, a builder, and a transmitter, until the time comes when 
he is one with the solar Angels, and the work of human evolution is accomplished.” 

“You are in process of incarnation; you are following your chosen way. Is the house you are 
building yet lit? Is it a lighted house? or is it a dark prison? If it is a lighted house, you will attract 
to its light and warmth all those around you, and the magnetic pull of your soul, whose nature is 
light and love, will save many. If you are still an isolated soul, you will have to pass through the 
horrors of a more complete isolation and loneliness, treading alone the dark way of the soul. Yet 
this isolation, this loneliness, and this separation in the dark night, are all part of the Great 
Illusion. It is, however, an illusion into which the whole of humanity is now precipitated in 
preparation for unity, freedom, and release. Some are lost in their illusion, and know not what is 
reality and truth. Others walk free in the world of illusion, for the purposes of saving and lifting 
their brothers and, if you cannot do this, you will have to learn so to walk.” Ponder, by A.A. 
Bailey 

 

http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents/part_1/001_003#2


“Whoever is not kind to every form of life--to man, to beast, to bird 
and creeping thing--cannot expect the blessings of the Holy One; 

for as we give, so God will give to us.” Ch. 74:24AG 

~ LISTEN, SWEET SOUL ~ 

Listen, sweet soul, as you cry and agonize 
on why tribulation is happening to you 

Indeed, time has come for you to realize 
there’s a genuine reason for all you do. 

The Law of Cause and Effect, long set aside 
is now open to your beckon and bid 

You’ve now the responsibility to the end abide 
and to put into practice ageless wisdom, long hid. 

Step up to the plate, in confidence pay due 
for now that you know, it can quickly be past 

Harm done before – lo, in ignorance - costs you 
but you’ll quickly see your trials won’t last. 

So open your soul, your eyes, your heart 
commit to live life to serve, do no harm 

Daily homage to God, in sincerity, is your part 
through caring and goodwill, employ a long arm. 

Set up for yourself – ah, firstly for others – today 
what delights that would fill all tomorrow 
Tolerate no slack, your diligence will pay 
and result in eternity absent of sorrow. 

* * * 

Omniscient God, restore our ability 
to know those things we today ‘set up’ 

will expedite our souls prosperity. 
Amen 

Vivika-Qi © 3-18-10 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 



~ The Hierarchy ~ 

Yes, dear ones, there IS a higher spiritual order, a ‘hierarchy’ for humanity, kept well-
hidden for Ages of Ages by rulers and those who would control and persecute others to 
their own profitable benefit. The first step taken toward that goal in this Age was, of 
course, the desecration of the Holy Bible, strategically separating divine documentation 
of those valuable Principles meant for all, hiding from full view and access those 
beloved directives meant to the freedom of mankind. It can be denied, it can be argued, 
it can be ignored . . . but - like gravity - it cannot be rendered impotent. 

The ABSOLUTE SINGLE PRE-REQUISITE to the success of your newfound freedom 
path is to acknowledge the existence of ‘The Hierarchy.’ To help you understand exactly 
what that means, here is a direct description from Alice Bailey’s PONDER: 

“This Hierarchy of forces has four pre-eminent lines of work: 

a. To develop Self-consciousness in all beings. 

b. To develop consciousness in the three lower kingdoms. 

As is well known, the five kingdoms of nature on the evolutionary arc might be 
defined as follows: the mineral kingdom, the vegetable kingdom, the animal kingdom, 
the human kingdom, and the spiritual kingdom. All these kingdoms embody some 
type of consciousness, and it is the work of the Hierarchy to develop these types to 
perfection through the adjustment of Karma, through the agency of force, and through 
the providing of right conditions. 

c. To transmit the will of the Planetary Logos. 

They act as the transmitter to men and devas or angels, of the will of the Planetary 
Logos, and through Him of the Solar Logos. 

d. To set an example to humanity. 

. . . This Hierarchy is composed of Those Who have triumphed over matter, and Who 
have achieved the goal by the very self-same steps that individuals tread today. 
These spiritual personalities, these adepts and Masters, have wrestled and fought for 
victory and mastery upon the physical plane, and struggled with the miasmas, the 
fogs, the dangers, the troubles, the sorrows and pains of everyday living. They have 
trodden every step of the path of suffering, have undergone every experience, have 
surmounted every difficulty, and have won out . . . Their apprehension of the freedom 
that comes through the sacrifice of the form by the medium of the purificatory fires, 
suffices to give Them a firm hand, an ability to persist even when the form may seem 
to have undergone a sufficiency of suffering, and a love that triumphs over all 
setbacks, for it is founded on patience and experience. These Elder Brothers of 
humanity are characterized by a love which endures, and which acts ever for the 
good of the group; by a knowledge which has been gained through a millennia of 
lives, in which They have worked Their way from the bottom of life and of evolution 
well nigh to the top; by an experience which is based on time itself and a multiplicity 
of personality reactions and interactions; by a courage which is a result of that 
experience, and which, having itself been produced by ages of endeavour, failure, 
and renewed endeavour, and having in the long run led to triumph, can now be 



placed at the service of the race; by a purpose which is enlightened and intelligent, 
and which is co-operative, adjusting itself to the group and hierarchical plan and thus 
fitting in with the purpose of the Planetary Logos.” (Of course, there is more . . . see 
PONDER/The Hierarchy, this link: 
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents/part_2/071_073#71.
) 

The Hierarchy also prepares the way for the Reappearance of The Christ 
(http://www.share-international.org/), explained here: Who is Maitreya? 

He has been expected for generations by all of the major religions. 
Christians know him as the Christ, and expect his imminent return. 
Jews await him as the Messiah; Hindus look for the coming of Krishna; 
Buddhists expect him as Maitreya Buddha; and Muslims anticipate the 
Imam Mahdi or Messiah. Although the names are different, many 
believe that they all refer to the same individual: the World Teacher, 
whose personal name is Maitreya (pronounced my-tray-ah).  

Preferring to be known simply as the Teacher, Maitreya has not come 
as a religious leader, or to found a new religion, but as a teacher and 
guide for people of every religion and those of no religion.  

At this time of great political, economic and social crisis Maitreya will 
inspire humanity to see itself as one family, and create a civilization 
based on sharing, economic and social justice, and global cooperation.  

He will launch a call to action to save the millions of people who starve 
to death every year in a world of plenty. Among Maitreya's recommendations will be a 
shift in social priorities so that adequate food, housing, clothing, education, and 
medical care become universal rights. 

There is a Day of Declaration coming - that ‘call to action’ - in which this Teacher will 
make Himself known and visible to all mankind above the age of fourteen. Very soon 
now Maitreya will appear on television in this country [USA] and later in Japan and 
then around the world and speak very simply so that everyone can understand Him 
and when Maitreya talks you know it is true. He speaks directly from the heart to the 
heart and that energy which comes from being the embodiment of Love awakens that 
love in your heart and you believe what He says because you know it is true. The 
television networks will be linked together for this event and “All eyes will see him” as 
it says in the Bible. You will see His face – you will feel that energy – you will say: 
“Only the Christ could fill my heart with that love.” 

Under Maitreya's inspiration, humanity itself will make the required changes and 
create a more sane and just world for all. (Please read MORE http://www.share-

international.org/maitreya/Ma_main.htm.) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 



~ We Now Have No More Excuses! ~ 

Whether you’re a prisoner within the prison walls, learning even more destructive 
‘group’ thinking and behavioral habits, or a prisoner outside the prison walls to the 
‘same ol’ merry-go-round’ of debt and frustration, broken relationships, year after year, 
and giving up hope of ever seeing a change, this information will give you hope once 
again. It’s time for you to know who you are truly meant to be, step right on into that new 
life - for God has said ‘This, too, shall pass!’ - and STOP living in your karmic habit of 
stinkin’-thinkin’-livin.’ We not only have Divine ‘permission’ to do so, but it is a 
requirement of the Principles governing the evolution of the soul. It takes great courage 
and effort to just simply determine to start living from this moment forward in the way the 
Agni Yoga - a distributor of the Principles - instructs. Those instructions will take the 
devoted student through the fire of putting to death those old ways of thinking and 
acting and reveal the uncompromising promise of each Principle! 

You must make a quality choice, for here is your eternal ‘crossroad.’ To NOT get into 
alignment with the Principles, which have been heretofore withheld from you, is to live in 
continual frustration and repetitious results in everything that has plagued you 
throughout this lifetime. Rest assured, it will continue right into the next lifetime, for we 
begin each new lifetime experience with what we left with in the previous lifetime. That 
goes not only for the rebellion and ignorance against the Principles, but for the spiritual 
growth and awareness through obedience to the Principles. 
 
It is encouraging to know that what we FINALLY learn in this lifetime can become our 
new beginning in the next and we don’t have to live through the karmic junkyard most of 
us have had to experience in this lifetime! Why, oh why would anyone want to repeat 
their karmic experience again and again...or even just ONCE more!? When we align 
with the Principles, all heaven and the entire cosmos comes to our aid, even when we 
don’t at first get it right. Sincerity of effort and diligence counts! 
 
As we mostly live out the first parts of our lives paying our karmic debts, as in ‘reaping 
what was sown’ and ‘paying the piper’ his dues from past lives, it is also karmically set 
for each soul to come to an end of those debts. It is up to each individual to recognize 
when that time has come, or even that it exists, and learn to ‘step up to the plate, pay 
the dues like a man, and get it over with’ so the rest of the lifetime can be lived out in 
the sincerity of serving humanity. 

By ‘serving humanity,’ it is meant that (to quote the Tibetan Master Djwhal 
Khul):“True service is the spontaneous outflow of a loving heart and an intelligent 
mind; it is the result of being in the right place and staying there; it is produced by the 
inevitable inflow of spiritual force and not by strenuous physical plane activity; it is the 
effect of a man’s being what he truly is, a divine Son of God, and not by the studied 
effect of his words or deeds.” 

One comes to the ‘spontaneous outflow’ by the study of such deliciously informative 
books as listed at the end of this booklet, written by those hierarchs who have gone 
before us and other enlightened authors; by sincere striving and putting into practice 
those principles and precepts of the Agni Yoga; and by meditation and prayer.  



But first, one must recognize that their thinking and actions are being ruled by the 
memory and habit of previous experiences. Those thoughts, worries, and anxious 
anticipations, living in fear of ‘what next!’ all come from the reactions to those earlier 
karmic debts. When one is not aware that this is what is going on, they tend to think life 
(or God) has dealt them a miserable card and they respond accordingly . . . and, worse 
yet, speak it aloud for others to hear so they then gossip it to others and so forth. 
Everything thought and said goes out into the manifesting substance of the universe, 
into infinity, and returns accordingly. So you see why the ‘merry-go-round’ never lets 
you off? Trust me, from experience I can say how difficult it is to ‘picture’ and speak 
what has never been and never seems to be allowed in your life! But it IS exactly as 
(what’s left of) the Bible says: ‘Speak that which you would have it be, not that what is. 
Let the weak say they are strong . . .’So you see, now knowing this Principle of Thinking 
Responsibly removes all excuses for lower kingdom thinking, acting, and reacting. 
There simply ARE no more excuses! 

Yes, so much of what you are reading and will be learning must be bravely put to the 
test. Another Principle comes into play here and that is when you change your reaction, 
the action has no choice but to change or end. You will NOT be let down! And when you 
start seeing, time after time, the Principles are indeed - and without fail - 
‘uncompromising,’ (that truly “what goes up DOES come down” after all!) you will then 
begin to align yourself in every instant of your life. In that way, your example will be 
seen and others drawn to have what you have. THAT, my friend, is ‘serving humanity,’ 
in a nutshell. 

Don’t fool yourself into thinking this is one of those ‘get rich’ programs, for while success 
is inevitable as in ‘may you prosper even as your soul prospers,’ it isn’t meant for all of 
the enlightened ones to be wealthy in the monetary sense. It IS, however, by far ‘richer’ 
to comprehend you are never going to be without what is necessary to maintain daily 
life and always be provided what is needed for your individual and corporate service to 
humanity. Glamour will have gone by the wayside and your styles, tastes, priorities, and 
methods will have changed. The peace, your focused Intention, and the joy can never 
be taken by a corrupt government, crafty businessman, or cruel spouse. There will 
never again be FEAR of losing something or someone. No fear of anything at all. Now I 
ask you: Is that not ‘unhampered liberty?’ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 



~ The Principles ~ 

I keep speaking of ‘the Principles’ and by now you are wondering how many there are 
and WHAT they are. There are too many to mention here, but all will be exposed to you 
as your soul progresses; for now, I give the most urgent in the effort to enlighten 
humanity and bring about the mighty change so desperately needed as this Age closes 
and another envelops. 

THE PRINCIPLE OF: 

Thought Responsibility - Written in the Bible in II Corinthians 10:5 KJV, to 

‘bring your thoughts into captivity,’ it meant just that! For the reason of 
omnipresent manifesting energy, all thoughts and words must be carefully 
weighed, their goal assessed, and their motive pure. Imagine all the thought 
refuse bouncing around our existence, manifesting chaos and confusion 
generation after generation by those in ignorance of this Principle. Each person 
stepping up to take control of their thoughts and put into practice the POSITIVE 
energy of this Principle carries the great power of counteracting those binding 
forces carelessly inflicted upon humanity. REMEMBER, before a thought-form is 
constructed, the three steps to the Power of Thought: 

1) envision its purpose 

2) ascertain its goal 

3) verify the motive 

Act as a thinker and learn that it is not right to prostitute your thoughts to the 
base use of separative desire. The energy of thought is for the good of all and to 
the furtherance of God’s Plan. Use it not selfishly. 

For those desiring to know more of how to constructively use your thoughts to the 
benefit of humanity, secure to yourself the FREE online book by Alice Bailey, 
Letters on the Occult (http://www.light-weaver.com/meditation/toc.html). No, it is 
not about witchcraft, but simply explains how to responsibly use your mental 
faculties in proper prayer and meditation form. There is great danger in 
attempting to do so without training and accurate knowledge, all well hidden 
(‘occult’) for Ages! (Consider formal training through Morya Federation 

(http://www.moryafederation.net/), an online university of valuable esoteric training as 
designed by the Masters; FREE - donation.) 

Universal Assistance - Often considered the Principle of Abundance, yet it 

INCLUDES ‘assistance’ when it is requested by the student to help them ‘stand 
firm’ in their intention to change a worldly pattern to the higher ways. It is 
grievously painful, oft times, when a Principle is known, embraced, and yet 
seems so difficult to transition into. The Masters understand this and there is no 
judgment, but are standing by - as part of the Principle - to see how far you will 
recognize your own innate ability* 1 to its success, yet allowing you the option to 
call for assistance, should failure loom down upon you. REMEMBER, it most 
often takes lifetimes to change . . . and therein lay the verse ‘His Mercy endures 
forever.’ Don’t use that as an excuse to fall short of your efforts, but press 



onward knowing you are wrapped in assistance in all you do and undertake to 
the furtherance of your soulical goals and in serving humanity. 

When we step out in sincerity and pure motive toward those commendable goals 
on our Path, all the resources of the universe – of God – step up to assist. (II 
Corinthians 9:8-9 KJV) Watch closely, for this Principle often starts out so subtly it 
goes unnoticed. When recognized, even though it may seem miniscule, 
acknowledge it with an attitude of gratitude and you will be off and running, 
‘seeing’ the Principle unfold faithfully before you time after time. Congratulations - 
evolution is having its delightful way in you! 

* 1“The consciousness of an Arhat*2 bestows advantages, but exacts full 
responsibility. But how many can sense the joy of responsibility? At the 
time when one must assume responsibility, one must also have the 
courage to see oneself as an Arhat who leads the battle unaided, able to 
withstand the assault of the elements with his wisdom and his will.” 

* 2ARHAT = ‘worthy one,’ not having to reincarnate again for karmic debt.  

The Spoken Word - The purpose of all speech is to clothe thought and thus 
make our thoughts available for others. When we speak we evoke a thought and 
make it present, and we bring that which is concealed within us into audible 
expression. Speech reveals, and right speech can create a form of beneficent 
purpose, just as wrong speech can produce a form which has a malignant 
objective. Through speech a thought is evoked and becomes present; it is 
brought out of abstraction and out of a nebulous condition, and materialized upon 
the physical plane, producing (could we but see it) something very definite on 
etheric levels. 

Let each of you gain that control of speech which has often been your goal but 
seldom your achievement, and REMEMBER that the most powerful factor in the 
control of speech is a loving heart. Wild and fearful talk, hateful gossip, cruel 
innuendo, suspicion, the ascribing of wrong and wicked motives to persons and 
peoples, and the divergences of attitude which have separated the many 
different nations in the world, are rampant today, and have brought the world to 
its present distressing situation. It is so easy to drift into the same habits of 
speech and thought which we find around us and to discover ourselves 
participating in attack and the spirit of hate. Guard yourselves strenuously 
against this and say nothing which could inflame hate and suspicion in 
connection with any race, any person, any group or any leaders of groups and 
nations. You will have to guard yourselves with care, so that even in defense of 
that which you may personally or nationally approve, you do not find yourselves 
full of hate and breaking the law of love - the only law which can truly save the 
world. Perhaps the key to your success along this line will be the silence of a 
loving heart. Test out your ability to keep silent until it is no longer necessary to 
do so. Learn to know when to speak and when to be silent, remembering that the 
elimination of possessiveness and of self-reference will reduce speech to its 
spiritual essentials. (URGENT, more here! 
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents/part_4/154_162#161) 



Harmlessness - Harmful magnetic conditions, as the result of man's wrong 

handling of force, are the causes of evil in the world around us, including the 
three sub-human kingdoms. How can we, as individuals, change this? By the 
development in ourselves of Harmlessness. Therefore, study yourself from this 
angle. Study your daily conduct and words and thoughts so as to make them 
utterly harmless. Set yourself to think those thoughts about yourself and others 
which will be constructive and positive, and hence harmless in their effects. 
Study your emotional effect on others, so that by no mood, no depression, and 
no emotional reaction can you harm a fellow-man. REMEMBER, in this 
connection, violent spiritual aspiration and enthusiasm, misplaced or misdirected, 
may quite easily harm a fellow-man, so look not only at your wrong tendencies 
but at the use of your virtues. 

If harmlessness is the keynote of your life, you will do more to produce right 
harmonious conditions in your personality than any amount of discipline along 
other lines. The drastic purgation brought about by the attempt to be harmless 
will go far to eliminate wrong states of consciousness. Practice this with zest and 
understanding, for it is (if truly carried out) the destroyer of all limitation. 
REMEMBER, this is the famous ‘golden rule’ and indeed WILL cause right and 
wrong behaviors to dictate whether you leave this lifetime with or without karmic 
debt. (More: 
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents/part_2/064_0
67#67) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
 



CONSIDERATIONS by Vivika-Qi 

~ Bring It On! ~ 

How does one - the diligent disciple - make that transference from ‘transition’ to 
‘actuality’ in their soul life? To be so on the edge is often disconcerting and seems so 
elusive. Is it death that brings it on? I think not, for we start out again with what we last 
took with us; we don’t come back - in our evolutionary process - perfected. Is it 
perseverance? Partially, we must assume, for not to persevere means not to make the 
full leap in the proper time (or ‘in the nick of time’?). Of course, I do know the answer 
after all! It is brought on to ourselves in the striving toward that soul-perfection, which is 
the very purpose of our existence on this planet, however many lifetimes it may take. 
We are aware of those unsavory character traits needing expelled and how can we 
know such victory lest we fight the battle! So we must ‘buck up,’ sharpen the Sword of 
the Spirit, and step into the fire . . . BRING IT ON! 

Vivika-Qi 6/5/12 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ DO I ‘Love All Humanity?’ ~ 

As I contemplate on my ‘love for humanity’ and confess I have not yet ‘arrived’ to be 
able to claim that as an entirety, I was reminded in my soul that the struggle was not to 
learn to ‘love humanity’ but to just not restrict it. 

· I purify my astral life and know myself to be nothing but a channel for the 
love of God. And, in this potent body of the lower self, naught can exist 
which blocks the outgoing love of God to all I meet. 

· Human beings are the outer forms of spiritual sparks (Monads; of God), who 
are using the human form to demonstrate the Light, Love, and Power of 
the Cosmos, through man. 

In knowing those points, and understanding the very makeup of my body being of the 
same substance* as all infinity and His, I release the struggle of striving to love and just 
simply let GOD’s love flow through me uninhibited. When a situation or someone ‘gets 
in my face’ and tries to block that flow, I remind myself that such a ‘block’ is also of the 
same substance and cannot stop it; thus, situations resolve divinely - as God would 
have it. Like water through a hose leaves its deposit in its path, in being His conduit the 
love bathes me also and I become the love for humanity. Struggle? What struggle? 

P.S. A side note, in the cases where you may seriously need assistance ‘standing firm’ 
in your newfound Intention of proper action/reaction: Simply silently within call to the 
Master with ‘Aum’ (or OM, pronounced as in OMnipresent, OMnipotent, and 
OMniscient.) Give praise always for the all-powerful AUM, the word for GOD and all He 
encompasses in those three words. You will come to know more about the ‘Aum’ 
Principle. 

* see Deva Dust below 

Vivika-Qi 6/6/12 
 



~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ Deva Dust ~ 

Have you seen in the sun’s rays, streaming through the window or tree, those glittering 
particles and thought them dust? Yet, not all can see them, have you noticed? They are 
the substance and elements of the subtle world and only those of a higher 
consciousness may observe, whether they are living the Teaching cognitively or not. 
Now that I know what it is, they remind me of the ‘gold dust’ used by the ‘fairyland 
fairies.’ 

I call it Deva Dust, giving lightly a name denoting this powerful substance of creation 
and used also by those Devas*1 of the universes sent to serve and maintain the entire 
cosmos. Their ‘tools’ are those crystallized granules - the substance of omnipresence - 
which is the substance of manifestation and is the space*2 filling in-between objects, 
infilling the objects, and keeping the planets and universes afloat. 

Akasa –The subtle, super sensuous spiritual essence which pervades all space; 
the primordial substance erroneously identified with Ether. But it is to 
Ether what Spirit is to Matter, or Atma to Kama-rupa. It is, in fact, the 
Universal Space in which lies inherent the eternal Ideation of the Universe 
in its ever-changing aspects on the planes of matter and objectivity, and 
from which radiates the First Logos, or expressed thought. (Agni Yoga 
Glossary) 

Agni Yoga 542 – The so-called fourth dimension is a property of psychic energy. 
The properties of psychic energy will make possible the broadening of all 
understanding. Under hypnosis, one's consciousness can direct the 
psychic energy to the site of one's ailment. This can be done, for example, 
in cases of herpes, tumors, or eczema. What is needed for this is that the 
store of psychic energy in one's somatic system be sufficient. Psychic 
energy is accumulated in the nerves, and its crystals activate the somatic 
system, which otherwise would remain dormant.  

Elements – The elements are spacial substance, imponderable and 
immeasureable —semi-amorphous crystals in the aspect of the so-called 
elemental manifestations. The essence of the unmanifested spirit 
permeated the substance of space. The spheres of the elements are of 
dazzling beauty, and besmirching them is like destroying a wonderful 
flower. I feel that the teaching of pure thoughts will permeate into people’s 
consciousness. The sower of thought gathers the harvest. Therefore, with 
the Mother of the World all-seeing cooperation is unavoidable. The state 
of substance of the space, pierced by the combinations of new rays, 
permits the beginning of the New Era. All Good should be gathered. (LMG 
II, pp 141-142)The consciousness of space permeates the brain 
substance. This process cannot be demonstrated; it cannot be measured. 
(AY 218) 

Deva - All matter is living matter, or is the vital substance of deva entities. For 

http://www.agniyoga.org/ay_glossary.html
http://www.agniyoga.org/ay_glossary.html
http://www.agniyoga.org/ay_lomg2.html
http://www.agniyoga.org/ay_lomg2.html


instance, a plane, and forms built of that particular plane substance, is the 
material form or sheath of a great deva, who is the essence back of 
manifestation and the soul of the plane. (Ponder, A.Bailey) 

It is my belief that with an understanding of the above statements, by those great ones 
who speak with authority, it stands that ‘we are gods’*3 by the very fact that our bodies 
and minds and all the illusions of earth and the cosmos, are of the same substance. As 
we embrace this knowledge, we are able to manipulate - without hypnotism - the 
substance, even to the ‘washing’ of our minds of the thoughts we no longer wish to 
battle. Habits are changed, wrong beliefs are vanished, illnesses are cured, and poverty 
becomes estranged from the human race.  

‘WASH YOUR MIND’ simply by splashing the surrounding granules (‘invisible’ 
space) over your face and head as you would with water on a hot day, though 
your form does not inhibit the cleansing flow. You are using the very same 
elements to ‘wash’ with as that which makes up your body. Picture that which 
you want removed and let the granules wash out those thoughts, behaviors, and 
doubts as it replaces with NEW substance and healing. Be ever diligent to keep 
the mind renewed with pure and worthy knowledge. 

I also strongly believe that the words we speak and the thoughts we think are carried 
upon those permeating crystals as abruptly as a match to kerosene, instantly pervading 
all infinity with their blessing or refuse. Likewise are our prayers sent into the creating 
substance, manifesting through the very existence of each crystal - that universal and 
perpetual storehouse of creation. Gratefully, upon recognition of this Principle and in 
effort to change lowly behaviors, those true to the Teaching are made aware that, even 
as instantaneous as is that action, the positive and worthy thought is even more 
powerful and quick, able to cancel the wicked word or thought when the desire to do so 
is sent out. Recognize the power, therefore, of united mantrams and of the transmission 
meditation; the cancelling effect on multitudes and eons of thought refuse, inhibiting 
humanity’s evolution. RECOGNIZE THOUGHT AND WORD RESPONSIBILITY! 

Comprehend the fullness of their individual matter! It is upon these very crystals the 
Principles of God are laid and played. Realizing their entirety permeates every existing 
manifestation throughout infinity, none are excluded from its prizes or punishments. 
Therein lay the process of evolution, the process of each individual life, the process 
which determines the obvious and invisible victories of each soul's striving. 

This Principle of Creation can be executed and maintained on a cognizant level and is 
available successfully to all who sincerely strive to follow the Teaching, never giving up, 
knowing effort counts, and knowing always it is never-ending . . . as is the Joy of those 
true. 

Vivika-Qi 5/25/12 

*1 Deva (see above) 

*2 Akasa (see above) 
*3 Psalm 82:6 KJV:“I have said, ye are gods . . .” 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 



~ Right Human Relationships ~ 

“The establishing of right human relations is an aspect of the divine will for humanity, and the 
next facet of the divine expression to manifest itself in human affairs – individual, communal, 
national and international. Nothing has ever finally impeded this divine expression, except the 
time factor, and that time factor is determined by humanity and is an expression of divine free 
will. The intended divine expression can move rapidly or slowly into manifestation, according 
as man decides; hitherto, man has decided upon a slow – a very slow – manifestation. It is 
here that the freedom of the human will shows itself. Because divinity is imminent or present in 
all form, and therefore in all human beings, that will must eventually be fulfilled; because of the 
tremendously material intention (esoterically speaking) of all forms at present, that Will has 
hitherto been retarded in its expression; it has not been the will of man to establish right human 
relations. Hence the discipline of war, the torture of the forms, and the misery in human living 
today. 

 These factors are bringing about a great and general transformation’ the indications of this are 
easily to be seen by spiritually minded people. Such people are constantly saying (as Christ 
did in the Garden of Gethsemane), ‘Let the will of God by done.’ (Matthew 26:39) They say it 
ignorantly and often hopelessly; nevertheless, it indicates a general process of spiritual re-
orientation, of submission and of acquiescence. Submission has in it the elements of conquest 
by circumstances and of a recognition which may not understand but which submits to that 
which is imposed. Acquiescence has in it the element of an understanding intelligence, and 
this marks a great step forward. Both admit the fact of a divine overshadowing will in the life of 
mankind today; both are preparatory to recognition of Christ’s work in bringing about right 
human relations. At present the submission of mankind to the divine will is a negative 
submission; the true submission is a positive attitude of spiritual expectancy, leading 
eventually to a positive acquiescence.” PONDER, by A.Bailey 

******************************* 

~ P.S.: On ‘RIGHT RELATIONSHIPS’ ~ 

It was planted within me, during meditation last night, a quite spectacular, delightful, and 
speedy way to accelerate my soul’s perfection on this matter; indeed, I still get excited goose-
bumps as I remember it now. As the above poem Listen Sweet Soul states on ‘others first,’ 
which is the totality of ‘Right Relationships,’ this following committed and quality practice 
cannot but streamline our desire to that perfection: 

“Behave toward others in a way that sets up THEIR ‘tomorrow,’ THEIR soul’s progress, THEIR 
next lifetime, as ideally as you’d have yours. In your response, initiated action, words, 
thoughts, toward each person you meet and interact with, let it be such that it draws out of their 
mouth, thoughts, and reactions, that which would bring to them excellence in the Law of Cause 
and Effect, now and in the future. In that way, violence and anger, confusion and harm, all 
negative human aspects are kept at bay, releasing immediate healing into all of humanity. 
Because we are all considered ‘opportunity liaisons’ on this planet Earth, in all we do toward 
each other, we must strive to never miss an opportunity to put into practice such compassion. 



In the practice of it, watch your own circumstances change and feel the thrill of your own soul, 
for your self-forgetfulness is its greatest desire.” 

It takes practice, for sure, but REMEMBER: when we step out in faith toward that goal, all the 
resources of the universe – of God – step up to assist. 

‘An opportunity has gone to come no more and you must wait until the ages roll again.’ 
(approx. 2,350 yrs; seven rotations of the sun) Ch 105:36 AG 

May we never miss those opportunities and have to wait upon the next ‘roll.’ 

Vivika-Qi 6/25/10 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/agjc/index.htm


~ CONCLUSION ~ 

If the spirit within you has been tingling with delight as you have been reading this information; 
if you hunger and thirst like never before, to know MORE about the hierarchy, Principles, and 
serving humanity; then it stands to reason your soul has been tapped for its evolution. Your 
‘podvig’ has come to full light in your mind and nothing can hold you back from pressing on to 
the satiation of your Soul. There is a time set karmically for each soul on earth to be ‘tapped’ 
as such. Be aware, the Path is wrought with pain, as the earthly thoughts and habits are put to 
death, replaced by the loyal striving to obey such a loyal and knowledgeable Soul, rooted to 
the Omniscience of God’s. Yet, be encouraged, the straight knowledge of what the sincere 
‘student’ will be taught and shown through inspiration from the hierarchy and guided to those 
Teachers along the path, infill that student with an unfathomable and indefatigable Joy. There 
will come, finally, the realization of the glamour and illusion of this earthly existence as having 
no longer any hold on you whatsoever. This you will come to recognize as ‘unhampered liberty’ 
- your TRUE Self! 

Only so much information will make it to this book, or any book, for that matter. Therefore, 
below are some links to help guide you in the right direction in your search for ‘more.’ Rest 
assured, as your soul is recognized as sincere and purposeful, you will be guided divinely to 
information (= the Principle of Attraction!) meant specifically for you AND corporately for all of a 
like mind. Even more important than one’s ‘Self’ is to be thinking and striving toward ‘unity,’ as 
time rushes forward to the cataclysmic closing of this Age. And, more important than rescuing 
one’s Self is the importance of loving humanity to the exclusion of Self’s concern and to the 
rescue of mankind. This you will come to understand and embrace, you will see. The Master’s 
are sending forth energies to those faithful students at a much higher pace, now, for the 
urgency of the time. For the sincere student, many errors are overlooked in the diligent 
process - that, too, is a Principle - and the entire Universe comes to your aid. 

Be patient and forgiving of your Self, for it is oft a slow process. Be of good courage, faint not, 
and ‘never give up!’ (Hebrews 10:35-39 KJV) 

 



Valuable Links and books: (All can be accessed through the internet and most books through 

any e-reader or online for free.)  

PONDER A favorite - nearly 100 free-access writings given by Alice A. Bailey, helping you 
understand much as you step forward; and about ‘Serving Humanity.’ 

SHARE INTERNATIONAL The ‘Hierarchy’ and ‘Wisdom of the Ages’ - a must read! 

AGELESS WISDOM self-study guide online. FREE! Follows the teachings of Alice Bailey and 
other esoteric authors, approved by the Masters. 

CONSIDER ALL ‘Consideration for Every Living Thing’ & ‘Harmony with Nature’ 

VIVIKA-QI SPEAKS UP . . . ‘Teaching courage and Truth to humanity, knowing the inherent 
possibilities of man. . .’ 

BOOKS: 

Agni Yoga by Helena Roerich, through the Agni Yoga Society. A personal favorite, daily 
reading (NOT a ‘fast’ read!), much to ‘absorb’ and guide in the process of ‘unhampered liberty.’ 
This one and ‘Ponder’ online alone will fill the rest of this lifetime with knowledge and 
inspiration to the aspired change; but trust, you will be guided to many others, so choose your 
weapons well. FREE online at this link. 

Serving Humanity by Alice A. Bailey. FREE online imperative reading, so valuable and helpful 
to all from beginner and beyond! Read daily, with Agni Yoga, to more accurately grasp the 
truth of each word, embedding them into your soul.  

The Art of Living by Benjamin Creme. An excellent source of questions and answers and an 
excellent ‘starter’ book because of it. 

Ageless Wisdom Teachings by Alice A. Bailey, again so powerful and valuable in the 
beginner’s walk. FREE online at this link. 

Aquarian Gospel of Jesus Christ by Levi Dowling. The story of how Jesus actually went 
through all the steps you have now taken upon yourself and for which He set the example 
while on Earth; sweetly and powerfully inspirational! FREE online at this link. 

Spirit Wine Publications/Bookstore Many inspirational writings, including children’s coloring 
story books. 

Consideration for Every Living Thing by Car Ingman. Five decades of valuable information 
that will open your eyes to the glamour, fraud, and illusion of this world! Now available through 
Spirit Wine directly above, and through Smashwords.com, both as an e-reader, FREE! 
(Available now in its individual pages and FREE download on Consider All.) 

Power Vs. Force by Dr. David R. Hawkins. If you really want to understand the makeup of all 
infinity, study the power of energy and their forces in this magnificent book! You’ll finally 
understand how energies and their forces, planets and solar storms included, affect our planet 
earth and physical bodies, minds, and behaviors. 

 

http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/ponder_on_this/ponder_online/contents
http://www.share-international.org/
http://www.lightnetonline.org/study.html
http://considerall.wordpress.com/
http://1viveka.wordpress.com/poetrywritings/
http://www.agniyoga.org/ay_agniyoga.html
http://www.lucistrust.org/en/books/alice_bailey_books/compilations
http://share-international.org/background/printed/art_of_living.html
http://www.share-international.org/background/awteachings/AWT_main.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/agjc/index.htm
http://www.spiritwinepub.com/spirit-wine-bookstore/
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/179531
http://considerall.wordpress.com/
http://www.veritaspub.com/product_info.php?products_id=148
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